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Overview: The Emission Reduction Consortium
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A&M’s involvement across the upstream sector prompted the question:  

To what extent have Operators developed core competencies and institutionalized the steps 

required to develop and execute emissions reduction strategies  
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Maturity Assessment Benchmarking Activist Risk Advanced Monitoring

Assessing Emissions Reduction Core Competencies

Emissions Management and Reduction Assessment

• Maturity assessment across 

“Emission Reduction 

Lifecycle” steps

• Strengths, gaps, 

opportunities, and leading 

practices identified through 

interviews and data 

collection

• Utilize EPA GHG Reporting 

(GHGRP) data cube to 

benchmark emissions, 

prioritize reduction 

opportunities 

• Intensities by basin, by 

primary drivers e.g. 

• Wellhead-to-Midstream 

Scope 1 GHG intensity

• Normalize Gathering & 

Boosting activity

• Utilize A&M  “Activist Risk” 

framework for Upstream 

sector

• Focus on: a) intensity profile, 

b) reduction practices, and c) 

use of advanced monitoring 

technologies 

• Develop strategies that 

define and control the 

company’s emissions 

narrative and mitigate risks

• Scenario development and 

payback analysis for a multi-

technology approach 

• Build on relationships with 

advanced monitoring 

technology providers

• Approach to stand-up 

monitoring programs through 

cloud platforms allowing for 

connectivity from different 

monitoring technologies

A&M brought together E&P operators to leverage practices and processes to drive operational excellence, achieve 

emission reduction goals and manage a new frontier of risks
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Assessment of maturity and risk profiles for each competency across the LifeCycle.  Assessment includes, people 

processes and platforms against a range of maturity and leading practices with recommendations and implementation 

plans to mitigate risks and achieve program objectives 
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A&M team partnered with Company SME’s to 

assess capabilities and prepare a Program 

Maturity Assessment 

The Emissions Reduction Lifecycle 



• Intensities vs. selected peers (by basin) and internal (across basins)

• Intensity by primary drivers e.g. pneumatic devices, combustion, storage tanks

• Wellhead-to-Midstream Scope 1 GHG intensity analysis that normalizes Gathering & Boosting activity

• Standardized metrics using AXPC’s proposed methodologies  

A&M’s internal GHGRP database is used to compare and benchmark intensities across multiple dimensions, identifying areas 

of strength and improvement opportunities

In-Basin Benchmarking

G&B Normalization

Emissions Driver 

Analysis

Company-Wide Benchmarking
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Benchmarking: GHGRP Emissions Data Cube 



The prospect of observed vs. reported emissions drives A&M’s “Activist Risk” framework.  

• What extent have advanced monitoring solutions been adopted and integrated into operations?

• Is there a defined bridge to achieve reduction intensity targets; are actions disclosed?

A&M has aggregated metrics and data from 32+ public 

E&P Operators including: 

• Refinitiv ESG Scoring

• EPA GHGRP data 

• Reduction commitments

• Reporting standards

• Incentive comp measures 

A&M’s “activist risk” methodology is driven primarily 

by additional qualitative dimensions:

• Disclosures related to specific reduction actions that 

bridge to commitments

• Level of adoption of advanced monitoring technologies

• 3rd party certifications

Low correlation across Traditional ESG and Emissions 

metrics vs. A&M Activist Risk Scores

Approach to Assess Risk

Key Take-Away

A&M’s proprietary Activist Risk Framework is used to develop actionable strategies that reduce emissions (reported and 

observed), mitigate risks and define the company’s emissions narrative
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Addressing External Emissions Related Risks 

Understand Risks

Disclose Actions

Engage Technologies

Control Narrative

Avoid Surprise



A&M developed a set of 3 Monitoring Cases for the purpose of comparing technologies and assessing alternative 

monitoring program designs and costs:

Base Case A:

Quarterly OGI 

• Dedicated OGI Field Techs

• 40 - 60 facilities/inspector/month + validations + data 

• 4-year amort of OGI camera expenses

~ $1500 - $1700 per facility/yr

Option B:

Quarterly Aerial + Semi-Annual OGI 

• Satellite and/or Fixed-Wing Options

• Potential to reduce # of E-tech’s

• Excludes value of accelerated CH4 capture and sale

• Expected to exceed 4X OGI equivalency

~ + $500 - $700 per facility/yr over Base

Option C:

Quarterly Aerial + Semi-Annual OGI + Continuous 

Monitor @ 10% highest potential to emit facilities 

• Add: continuous monitoring

• 10% of facilities monitored with stationary sensors

• Equipment cost amortized over 4 years

• Excludes value of accelerated CH4 capture and sale

~ + $900 - $1500 per facility/yr over Base

Source: Publicly available information and collateral provided to A&M Team by providers 7

A&M believes: EPA will allow for tiered approaches to meet the equivalency standard of 4x OGI and may expand 

facility/asset coverage requirements. Options B/C are expected to meet the equivalency test and capture a broader 

range of facilities.

A&M Advanced Monitoring Scenarios and Assumptions



Operators respond to payback analysis.  The model below illustrates the # and size of observed and capturable emissions 

needed to fund incremental advanced monitoring expenses.   

Approach:  Quarterly Aerial vs. Quarterly LDAR

• Leaks identified and repair accelerated by 40 days per quarter per event

• The # and size of capturable (for sale) events drives simple payback model

• Risk mitigation and financing implications are added benefits, not considered 

Day 0 Day 90
Day 45

Aerial OGI Detection

Quarterly Aerial monitoring can provide  

~ 40+ days accelerated leak id and repair vs. OGI

OGI - confirm

Scenario B Scenario A

Mcf/d 6 12 30 60 90 120

kg/hr 5 10 25 50 75 100

1 1% 3% 7% 14% 22% 29%

5 7% 14% 36% 72% 108% 144%

10 14% 29% 72% 144% 216% 288%

15 22% 43% 108% 216% 324% 432%

20 29% 58% 144% 288% 432% 576%

25 36% 72% 180% 360% 540% 720%

30 43% 86% 216% 432% 648% 864%
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“Process emissions”

e.g. pneumatics, combustion slip

“Major Emissions”

e.g. tank hatches, failed pneumatics, 

separator valves, unlit flares 

Incremental Program Costs

$ per Mcf, realized

# of acceleration days

Model Inputs

A relatively small # of observed “non process” related emissions per quarter can pay for incremental cost and mitigate external 

risks. 
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Payback Analysis for Advanced Monitoring (Option B) 



Some Key Findings….

• Inventory and Process Diligence – is the data reliable, are processes in place 

• Emissions Accretion vs. Dilution – the impact on intensity reduction commitments

• Advanced Monitoring – an asset for Sellers….a prerequisite for Buyers….?

• In discussions with legal and financial advisors, sponsors….

Emissions Diligence – Your Next Deal will be Different

Gathering and Boosting – Benchmarking Challenges   

• Commercial and Operational differences create discrepancies in G&B benchmarks

• Gross-up (normalization) can impact benchmark comparisons materially

• Need for reporting or incorporating 3rd party G&B emissions 

• Anticipate added disclosure and increased scrutiny around 3rd party G&B intensity profiles

The Data Opportunity – Leveraging Operational and Advanced Monitoring Data 

• Operators can shift from a Find & Fix mindset to Predict & Fix

• Combining field-level (e.g. tank battery) data (flow, temp, pressure) with other advanced monitoring

• Similar but simpler concept as has been used in power and industrial space

• A relatively easy step along the digital journey 
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Advanced Monitoring – Value Proposition  

• Relatively easy to implement across a wide range of technologies and providers

• Payback analysis is straight-forward; pilot results can be assessed; data may already exist

• Provides a “before” and “after” improvement narrative through time

• Risk Management:  What is the cost of an “activist” encounter – better not to find out 
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